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kingsley okonkwo
Web Developer
A developer who is highly skilled and creative professional who specializes in
designing, building, and maintaining software applications, websites, and digital
solutions. We are adept at various programming languages, frameworks, and
tools, and they play a crucial role in shaping the way we interact with technology,
making our lives more efficient .

jedismyth@gmail.com

Nigerian
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okonkwo kingsley

Ed ucation
Bachelor In Engineering

University Of Benin, Edo State, Nigeria From August 2017 to January 2023

Electrical and Electronics Engineering

University of Benin , Edo State, Nigeria From July 2017 to January 2023

Work experience
INTERN

Edo Innovates, Edo From April 2022 to February 2023

Designed and Modified Working Websites for the Organization:

In my role, I had the opportunity to design and modify several websites
crucial to our organization's online presence.

This involved creating visually appealing and user-friendly layouts while
ensuring seamless functionality across various devices and browsers.

The modifications not only enhanced the aesthetics but also improved
the overall user experience.

Modified and Redesigned Counter Clock System:

I took on the task of modifying and redesigning our counter clock
system, which plays a pivotal role in our operations.

The goal was to streamline and optimize its functionality to better
meet our organizational needs.

Through this effort, we were able to create a more efficient and
reliable system that contributed to improved productivity and
accuracy.

. Created User-Friendly and Workable Website:

I spearheaded the creation of a user-friendly website that catered to
the needs of our target audience.

The emphasis was on making the website easily navigable and
ensuring that users could find information quickly and effortlessly.

The end result was a website that not only met user expectations but
also facilitated smoother interactions and conversions.

WEB DEVELOPER

Edo innovates , Benin City, ED, Nigeria From May 2022 to December 2022

Developed a Functional Commercial Website:
Successfully designed and implemented a fully functional commercial
website, demonstrating expertise in web development, including front-end
and back-end technologies.

Designed and Optimized Digital Calculator:
 Creatively designed and optimized a digital calculator application,
highlighting strong problem-solving skills and proficiency in software
development.

Produced High-Quality Code: Wrote well-structured, testable, and efficient
code by adhering to best software development practices, ensuring the
reliability and maintainability of software solutions.

mailto:jedismyth@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/kingsleyokonkwo
https://github.com/okon%20kings
https://twitter.com/okonkwo_chineme
https://www.linkedin.com/in/okonkwokingsley


User-Centric Web Development:
Capable of building user-friendly websites for task management from scratch,
emphasizing usability and accessibility to enhance task organization and
productivity.

Interactive Web Design
Skilled in designing and developing interactive features, including a counter time
machine, showcasing creativity in web user experience (UX) design and
functionality.

Website Cloning
Experienced in replicating complex web interfaces, including cloning a Netflix
page, demonstrating a deep understanding of front-end web development and
design principles.

Software Development
Proficient in software development, with a strong foundation in programming
languages such as JavaScript, and Java, enabling the creation of custom
applications and solutions.
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CREATIVE
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Work experience
JUNIOR WEB DEVELOPER

NAIJA KOBO, Lagos From January 2023 to July 2023

Coding and Development:

Writing, testing, and maintaining code for websites and web
applications.

Implementing front-end (HTML, CSS, JavaScript) and back-end
(server-side scripting, databases) components.

Collaborating with team members to develop and troubleshoot web
features and functionality.

Web Design and UI/UX:

Assisting in the creation of website layouts and user interfaces (UI).

Ensuring that web designs are responsive and user-friendly across
various devices and screen sizes.

Implementing design elements and maintaining consistency with
branding guidelines

Testing and Debugging:

Conducting testing and quality assurance to identify and fix bugs,
errors, or issues in web applications.

Collaboration:

Working closely with senior developers, designers, and other team
members to execute project requirements.

Participating in team meetings and contributing ideas and
solutions to development challenges.

Learning and Skill Development:

Staying up-to-date with the latest web development technologies,
trends, and best practices.

Expanding technical skills in programming languages,
frameworks, and tools commonly used in web development.

Documentation:

Creating and maintaining documentation related to code,
development processes, and project requirements.

Ensuring that code comments and documentation are clear for
future reference
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